BREAKING NEWS: Major Earthquake Hits Samoa, Tsunami Warning Enforced
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Samoan students return home from school

Samoa was rattled out of sleep at around 7.00am this morning from a major quake that shook for several minutes, leading to a tsunami warning now in force.

There has been no official word out yet of the magnitude of the earthquake, but it was strong enough to push products off supermarket shelves around Apia.

Several people have been calling up the radio stations to report high sea swells hitting the coastal areas of Fagaloa and Siumu on the eastern side of Upolu island and along to the south.

School has been called off for the day with tsunami warnings calling for people to head to higher grounds.

The warning comes at peak hour of the morning with children going to schools and the working community making their way to workplaces. Long streams of cars are jamming the roads and it maybe a while for traffic officers to untangle the road jams.

Several late tremors continue to be felt following the main earthquake.

GO HOME: Kids from the Vaivase Primary School heads back out of the school compound on the way home
LATEST COMMENTS
Rugby Union Maps Out Winning Strategy For Manu Sam...
The age-old problem with the Manu Samoa is that we have crap forwards! We have never …

Divine Sign Or Just A Stain
Yes indeed it will be my first. And yourself? Ha who knows. Take a moment and just look up the sky a…

Striving To Become A Better Samoan
Why do tow birds loot? Because thats what they do. Does the bird need to know what his country of ori…

Divine Sign Or Just A Stain
Thank you Mr Molio'o I've just click on this as I was always curious about this and read all this re…

CEOs Emboldened Against Newspapers
It is interesting that the Samoa Observer's slant on this meeting of the CEOs was the…

SOCIAL NETWORK
Follow Samoalivenews on Twitter
www.twitter.com/samoalivenews

Get News via your Email
Subscribe to Samoa Live News Headlines by Email

Get the Latest News on your Blackberry or PDA
Subscribe in a reader

SAMOA CLASSIFIED ADS - FIAOLA.COM
Check out the FiaOla.com Online Maketi.

Look for stuff in Samoa
Automotive - Search for used/new cars

Property - Land and Houses for Sale/Rent

Services - Plumbing, Funeral Parlour, etc

Want to sell something?
email gazz@fiaola.com

HAVE YOUR SAY

We want your Opinion

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
If you would like to submit a letter for possible publication in the print edition of the Newsline, please send an email to sunlinesamoa@gmail.com

We want your News

Submit News from your Area
If you would like to submit News for possible publication in both the online and print version of Newsline please feel free to email us at sunlinesamoa@gmail.com

Become a News Blogger
Have a passion for writing? Interested in writing articles for Newsline? Email us
We are looking for Bloggers from around the world to contribute to our site.